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Message from the

PRESIDENT
Dear Friends,

As SIBiol celebrates another year long history as a non-
profit society supporting the advancement of biology
and its applications, we are thankful for the close-knit community of dedicated 
volunteers that make SIBiol possible. 

In 2020, Covid-19 has undoubtedly brought many uncertainties and difficulties
to education. SIBiol was not exempt from having to adapt and embrace online
alternatives to continue providing further learning opportunities for the bright
minds of Biology. Despite challenges, SIBiol had another productive year full of
accomplishments.

Team Singapore has once again done well at the special IBO Challenge 2020, an
online format IBO held in July 2020 substituting for the 31st IBO that was
supposed to be held in Japan, garnering one Gold medal and three Silver medals
and placing Singapore 5th after China, Russia and USA and Chinese-Taipei.

Having embraced online testing platform since its inception, the 5th Singapore
Junior Biology Olympiad (SJBO) co-organised by SIBiol and Science Centre
Singapore, was able to proceed as a home-based, open-book challenge format,
without a Practical Round. Although by no means ideal, this alternative retained
SJBO as an avenue for students to challenge themselves, and further their
learning during this Covid-19 period – a priority for SIBiol. Due to these
unexpected circumstances, a summary of the test results was released to each
student participant in order to facilitate their learning process in the topics of
Biology. A total of 1462 students from 60 schools participated online for the 5th

SJBO on 24th June 2020.

Patrons
Mr Richard Edward Hale, F.C.I.B.
Mr Tan Keong Choon, B.B.M.



Message from the

PRESIDENT
As we continue to do our part and be socially responsible during this fight 
against the COVID-19 global pandemic, digital learning and interactions will 
quickly become the new normal. SIBiol plan to play our part in advancing 
education in Biology, and related STEM fields, into this e-learning era. With a 
Council that has in recent years evolved into one with a “younger” mean age 
group, we hope to encourage fresh ideas to help SIBiol remain relevant in the 
changing environment of STEM education and research.

I would like to thank all Council members, especially Vice-President Mr Nicholas
Yap, Treasurer Dr Theresa Su, Immediate Past-President Dr Chen Zhong,
Secretary Dr Toh Tai Chong, Council members Dr Adrian Elangovan, Dr Savita
Sharma and Ms Lim Yan Ling, and SIBIol interns Ms Izavel Lee and Ms Tan Zi Pei
for their hard work in managing SIBiol matters. I would also like to thank all
mentors (especially Dr Beverly Goh, Dr Ng Ngan Kee and Dr Tan Lik Tong),
volunteers and partners from DBS (NUS), NSSE (NIE/NTU), SBS (NTU), and
officers from the Ministry of Education that have all been instrumental in
providing guidance, training and support in nurturing a dedicated pool of young
biologists.

Thank you.

Jani Tanzil
President, 46th Council
The Singapore Institute of Biology
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IBO CHALLENGE
2020

Singapore Placed 
Fifth in the 2020 
International Biology 
Olympiad Challenge

Although the 31st IBO which was supposed to be held in Japan was 
cancelled due to the COVID-19 global pandemic, the Singapore 
team has once again done well at the special IBO Challenge 2020 (a 
substitute for the 31st IBO Nagasaki, JAPAN), garnering one Gold 
medal and three Silver medals. Held on 11th and 12th August, 
students participated virtually in the remote-conducted 
competition from computer labs in their own schools. All exams 
(both practical and theoretical) of the IBO Challenge 2020 were 
created based on questions prepared for IBO2020 in Nagasaki, 
though some modifications were made so that participants could 
complete all questions without any lab facilities.

During the two grueling days, the team had to complete a diverse 
range of tasks, from reconstituting and drawing the shape of a 
structure based on photographs to analysing gene sequences with 
bioinformatics tools, on top of the challenging theory papers. With 
their efforts, Singapore won the 5th place in a field of 47 countries 
and territories with 186 participants. The team consisted of: Dewey 
Lin (Gold medal) from Raffles Institution, Kate Lu (Silver medal) 
from Raffles Institution, Tan Cheng Yat (Silver medal) from NUS 
High School, and Qiu Xin Zhi (Silver medal) from NUS High School. 
Congratulations to the team!

By Dewey Lin, Kate Lu, Chua Yang 
Jie, Lian Shao Qian, Tan Cheng Yat, 
and Qiu Xinzhi



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Dewey: 

“You eat the rice, you pay the price” ~ Dewey
It was a long journey, but I made it. The first word that comes to mind after 
finishing IBO is “gratitude”. I am grateful for a lot of things. The award and medal 
attributed to my name, but it was definitely not earned through my effort alone. 
My achievement, as well as the rest of the Singapore Team’s, I daresay, is not 
simply our own individual achievements. Each award is a testament not only to 
our abilities as executors, but to our friends’, families’ and teachers’ excellence as 
companions, supporters and nurturers. Although the papers were taken 
individually, the competition was, from start to the end, a team effort. Without 
the team of organizers, there would be no competition. Without the team of 
officials and jury members, there would be no Singapore delegation. Without the 
team of our teachers and friends, us participants would not have the opportunity 
we had. Without our seniors’ guidance, we would have neither the intellectual 
backing nor the mental fortitude to put forth a good effort for the country. In our 
moment of glory, we must not forget those that helped us climb the pedestal. 
Quite literally, they were our pillars of support up this rocky mountain and our 
safety lines along this treacherous, yet exhilarating journey. Therefore, I would like 
to express my gratitude to everyone involved in making this possible for us.

IBO is not a terminal goal. While at this 
point, it is probably the 
greatest achievement I have earned so far, it 
would be a shame to let IBO define my 
life. The IBOC was a wonderful opportunity
and I am very glad to have taken it, but 
I must now look to the future. As a 
milestone, it serves not only as a 
constant reminder of my goals in life, but 
more importantly, it serves as a reminder 
to always remember the invisible people 
that made me who I was, and continue 
to mold my future. Indeed, I am very happy 
to have experienced at least a fraction of the 
IBO experience through the Challenge put 
forth by the Japanese organizers, and it truly 
is a dream come true.

Dewey and Kate receiving their 
medals sent over from Japan



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Kate:

“cue demented laughter” ~ Kate
Signing up for SJBO training on a whim at the start of Secondary 3, I had no 
idea that Bio Olympiad would become such a significant part of my life for the 
next 4 years. During the very first training session, a tiny seedling of hope was 
planted in the back of my mind when Jiaqi told us about IBO and showed us 
pretty pictures of Nagasaki. Though my hopes were pretty much crushed 
immediately afterwards by a miserably failed diagnostic test and the many failed 
quizzes that followed, my interest in biology quickly grew as I found myself 
exposed to many new areas of biology beyond the school curriculum. After I 
somehow stumbled my way into the practical round of SJBO that year (still half 
convinced it was mostly luck), I was motivated to start seriously studying for 
Bio Olympiad, just to see how far I could go. Thus began the years of sporadically 
reading Campbell (only barely finished before SBO) and doing past year IBO 
papers (remember the good ol’ days with that buggy old IBO website that was 
always down), all the way until SBO 2019 finally arrived. I shan’t divulge too many 
details about the competition itself, but let’s just say that from then on I’ll always 
remember that 30x10 does not, in fact, equal to 3000.

When it was first announced that IBO 2020 would likely be cancelled, 
being extremely busy with schoolwork coupled with the fact that I had forced 
myself to believe “I won’t get in anyway” numbed me to the worst of the 
disappointment. To distract myself from any lingering sense of resentment and 
wistfulness, I buried myself even deeper in schoolwork and honestly mostly 
stayed away from any extracurricular biology. Thus, upon later receiving the 
update that an online remote competition would be held and that selection tests 
would proceed, I knew that my chances of getting into the training team were 
extremely slim. Nevertheless, I was reluctant to give up on something I had been 
working towards for years, and so every free moment I had during the short 
month or so before selection tests was spent desperately trying to cram the 
contents of Alberts, Guyton & Hall, Smiths, Ravens, and Brooker concurrently 
(needless to say, it did not go well). 

Daily photos of our laptop/workspace for online selection test invigilation purposes



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Kate:

After 3 days of gruelling online selection tests culminating in a spectacularly 
bombed bioinformatics paper, I was genuinely already consoling myself by 
thinking that I would at least get to focus on my A levels now when Dr Goh’s 
email came. Seeing my name among the four members of team Singapore 
was really quite surreal, but the momentary surprise and joy were quickly 
replaced by panic at the realisation that I only had barely 3 weeks more to 
prepare for IBO itself. Desperate mugging of aforementioned 
textbooks resumed.

In most seniors’ post-IBO reflections, I’ve noticed that the part about the actual 
IBO is usually the longest. Unfortunately, this isn’t really the case for me as I 
don’t have too much to say about the competition itself. Instead of heading to 
B47 as I would on a normal school day, on the 11th and 12th of August I 
nervously made my way to Computer Lab 2 and sat through two days of papers. 
To sum up my experience, the strongest emotions I felt were probably panic-
tinged regret that I had completely lost the ability to do math without a 
calculator and gratefulness that I had spent a good number of years honing my 
observational drawing skills.

Although I was initially somewhat disappointed with my result for IBO, I 
eventually came to terms with the fact that I had done the most that I could 
given the circumstances, and am now just grateful for all the experiences that I 
got to be a part of. From the early days of running around the Science Centre 
eco-garden trying to identify mystery plants to (figuratively) crying together 
with my teammates on Discord after each selection test paper, these are all 
memories that I will treasure for a long time to come. In terms of biology 
content, preparing for Biology Olympiad has certainly allowed me to gain a 
much broader perspective and learn more about the overarching themes in 
biology, which greatly furthered my interest and appreciation for the subject. 
Furthermore, participating in Biology Olympiad in JC has also taught me much 
about discipline, time management, balancing my commitments, and managing 
my expectations. Additionally, the international group project component of the 

Truly the highest honour



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Kate:

IBO Challenge was also an eye-opening experience, as I got to work together 
with people from different countries to produce a set of slides on genetic 
engineering, a topic of common interest (special thanks to our amazing 
facilitator Danai).

Lastly, I am extremely grateful for all the amazing people that I have had the 
opportunity to meet through Bio Olympiad, as well as those who have 
supported and inspired me along the way. Thank you to my batchmates in the 
IBO training team for being great friends, the professors for guiding us through 
this whole exciting yet nerve-wracking process, all my school biology teachers 
(especially Dr Lim for organising amazing practical trainings!) for leading me to 
discover my passion for biology, and all the seniors who encouraged us, trained 
us (IRL in previous years and over Zoom this year) and marked our selection test 
papers - you guys are truly the ones who have made this journey as enriching 
and memorable as it has been!



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Cheng Yat:

Hi, I’m Cheng Yat, part of the 
Singapore International Biology 
Olympiad Team in 2020. Believe it or 
not, I didn’t start of as a ‘bio person’. I 
can recall myself scorning my peers 
back when we were 14 years old for 
going after botany modules offered 
by our school, asking what use 
knowing how to classify dicots, 
monocots and magnoliids had. Back 
then, it had seemed so inapplicable to 
our lives. So random 
and unpredictable, unlike the ‘harder’ 
sciences like Physics and Chemistry.

It still doesn’t, let’s be honest. There is zero practical use in our daily lives to know 
how RNA interference works, the ploidy of various parts of a seed or all the other 
thingamajigs. All the same, that is everything, I was to learn. Biology isn’t just a 
science of facts. Rather, it is our attempt at classifying and understanding things 
already present, in the hopes of making some use out of the natural world. Most 
of the time, we fall flat on our face. But sometimes, we are rewarded with the 
fruits of our labour… and promptly be proven wrong by other papers or 
researchers.

That’s one of the many joys of biology. Like the subject matter, it is never

Fig 1: Me eventually making the right choice, 
2018, Textbox on .jpg

Once upon a time, there was a little boy. He was short and a bit chubby, some 
baby fat remaining. There wasn’t a single thing in the world that particularly 
worried him, for life was simple. With a skip in his step, the little wide-eyed boy 
went to Secondary School, enjoying everything because nothing had real 
consequences and everything was a breath of fresh air.

But he yearned for more. Things handed to him on a platter, goals attained so 
easily – it just didn’t feel fulfilling. The lack of a challenge planted a seed, a drive 
to seek out… well, challenges. To stretch himself beyond what he already knew, 
to be unconstrained by the school curriculum. So, he joined Physics Olympiad.

“I see leek” ~ Cheng Yat



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Cheng Yat:

static. It evolves, trying to build upon itself. Always improving, with new 
applications popping up left and right, intended or not. Always in flux.

That extends to the IBO journey, or at least the version we experienced. Let me 
tell a story. When I first received the invitation email, I wasn’t the keenest. It 
sounded like a lot of work, too much time to be sunk (and man oh man, it was a 
lot of time). But the practical sessions and fieldtrips sounded fun, and the 
opportunity to meet new people, so I decided to go for it.

Then wham! Right out of the left field came COVID-19 came. We were hopeful at 
first. Maybe it was just a temporary thing, this suspension of sessions. Maybe, 
just maybe, this would just blow over.

What deluded fools we were, how wrong our wistful predictions were. Two 
lectures, two sharings… that was about all we got in before the world shut down.

I guess that something good did come out of coming onto the IBO training team 
with approximately zero expectations. Namely, it was impossible to be 
disappointed there were no expectations in the first place. At least, that was 
what I told myself, while my teammates were praying that this wouldn’t be 
cancelled and talking about how devastated they would be. But that, evidently 
was a lie - I ended up being a bit disappointed anyways when I heard the news of 
IBO being cancelled.

Fig 2: January to March, 2020, Colourised



v

THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Cheng Yat:

Here is where I might have taken a bit of creative liberty with the story. By right, 
IBO was only confirmed cancelled late into the circuit breaker period. By right, 
we were supposed to mugging on our own. But let’s be honest, that… didn’t 
exactly happen. To quote a very wise man who once gave a TED talk, the 
Rational Decision Maker in our brain means squat when the Instant Gratification 
Monkey comes into play. And boy, did it come out to play. But as with biology, 
things are never as simple as they seem. Truth be told, we were demoralised. We 
didn’t expect anything further.

‘Aghast’. ‘Blindsided’. ‘Caught pants down’. These are fantastic terms to describe 
to describe us when we heard of this ‘IBO Challenge 2020’, the news almost 
wholly unpredictable. Panic ensued and that manifested very differently in all of 
us. For some, it was superglue between the hand and a tablet, a legally-dubious 
copy of some textbook open, with some of the superglue gluing their eyes shut. 
For others, it was chasing our passion of being a professional CS:GO player, 
weeping over the beauty of 40+ artists’ work, or deluding ourselves that 
‘biopunk is biology’. Different adaptations for different people, I suppose.

Fig 3: Our brains, 2020, paint on Microsoft (Taken from TED 
Talks, please don’t sue me

Fig 4: This is legitimately what I see 90% of the time when I open 
discord



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Cheng Yat:

I can't go into too much details about IBO Challenge 2020 itself (there’s also no 
fantastic yoghurt drink to swear by D:) or have much to say about 
the International Group Project, so I won’t. Just imagine that the following 
paragraph was redacted by the editors because of it leaked confidential 
information, and that it’s clearly not just nonsense like a frameshift mutation.

With all that being said, let me ask my younger self, be that 2018-me or 2020-
me, a simple question: If I had been able to foresee, to predict, that COVID-19 
was going to be a thing, would I have done it all over again?

The first answer that I come to when I ask myself that question is a definite no. 
Instead, I would be stocking up toilet paper and selling that to people at a 
ridiculous mark-up (but in all seriousness, why???). The more legit answer is yes. 
Even though 2020 has been (and still is! Who knows what can happen in the 10+ 
days remaining?) a confusing, confounding morass of pitfalls, twists and turns, it 
isn’t all terrible. It wasn’t just a downhill spiral – there were some moments in 
2020 that shine bright through the bleakness, as cliché as it sounds. For me, one 
of these moments was the IBO experience, be it training, competition or 
watching juniors suffer. As reduced as it has been, it has been great getting to 
know people (be that the professors, the trainers, alumni, or my teammates), 
and to hear stories, both of and outside of IBO. To make new friends that are 
actually so darn cool, and grow closer to them over udon, watermelon, Chinese 
Chess, puns and mutually-enabled procrastination. And tears of suffering, let’s 
not forget that.

So yeah. Thanks everyone! Here’s to hoping that 2021 is much better. :)

Fig 5: A world where 
‘Frankenstein’ isn’t a work of 

fiction, but a scientific treatise, 
Twig by Wildbow was a big 

source of my procrastination. 
But seriously, it's probably one 
of the best things I’ve read. So 

horrifying, yet so heart-
wrenching and chilling. I could 

talk all day about how good it is, 
but to keep it short, go give it a 

shot!



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Xinzhi:

“Good Ebening” ~ Xinzhi
While I was writing this, I looked at the past year SiBiol bulletins for inspiration. 
Tales of journeys to faraway lands, of bonding sessions over training, and of 
intellectual enlightenments from Campbell or Guyton or Smith flooded its 
pages. I wanted to learn what my seniors have experienced, had it been a normal 
year, and of course, I wanted to see which elements of their reflections I could 
bring over here. 

But fortunately for all of you devoted SiBiol followers (and unfortunately for 
me), there was nothing similar about our experiences. There was not much I 
could adapt. I’ve never heard of Smith before today (thankfully, I heard of 
Campbell), and neither have I had the same training experience at NUS or NIE or 
anywhere else. I didn’t get a welcome ceremony, or meet Team USA, or get to 
take in the sights and sounds of a new city. 

But what I did get was a truly unique online IBO, which is probably the best thing 
that can happen in this extraordinary year. I bonded with Cheng Yat, with Shao 
Qian, with Kate, with Dewey, and with Yang Jie through our limited training 
sessions on Zoom. I met new friends from Nepal, Japan, and Denmark in the IBO 
International Group Project (still no Team USA ☹). Safe to say, IBO remained a 
fulfilling experience, though I would have preferred seeing Nagasaki in person.

Connected with someone who is also 
applying to US schools - you can see us 
complaining about SATs getting cancelled

Xinzhi and Cheng Yat taking the Competitor’s 
Oath, documented by Izavel



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Xinzhi:

I have to say, I’ve always looked forward to being part of the IBO, of having the 
honor to meet fellow Biology enthusiasts, and to represent my country clad in a 
red blazer on the international arena. But when the pandemic hit, everything 
felt … odd. I was whirled into this rollercoaster ride of emotions, first of 
disappointment when the Tokyo Olympics was canceled, then of hope when the 
online IBO was announced, and later of uncertainty, of whether Singapore 
would be part of it. 

And just as I had slowly but surely moved on from the IBO, I got a message from 
Dr Heng notifying us that Singapore will indeed take part in the competition. Yet 
with the news coming in only a little over one month before the actual thing, I 
was definitely ill-prepared.

It felt very much like getting back with an ex-lover after a long break-up (not 
that I had the luxury to ever experience mutual affection, let alone a breakup). 
Because after that 8-month-long break away from Biology, where the only thing 
remotely close being AP Biology (note: more English than Biology) and 
Horticulture (note: more Business than Biology), being back into the rhythm of 
doing practice papers, of mugging mountains of content just felt funny. 

And the fact that we have to mug throughout the school term (instead of the 
June Holidays) definitely didn’t help. I recall an exceptionally stressful month, as 
I have forgone all schoolwork to regain my mojo, so I could give my best shot at 
the internal selections. It did work ultimately, I made it into the team, but having 
no social life for an entire month (and for the month after, when I was trying to 
catch up with all the schoolwork) really did suck. 

But I come to realize, through this process, that bonding can often occur 
through the pain. Though we’ve been in the same class for the past 2 years, I’ve 
rarely ever talked to Shao Qian and Cheng Yat before this, and the entire IBO 
process really made me closer to them. Studying together, mugging together, 
crying together really brought us closer together. We were each other’s 
emotional support, a mutual last strand of sanity, and it really kept us going all 
the way. 

Then the IBO came. We were wowed by the Japanese introductory videos, but 
not so much wowed by the questions (since we couldn’t do them). Just two days 
of exams, one of theory and of “practical” (which is simply another theory 
paper), and it was over, ending as quickly as it began. 



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Xinzhi:

To be very honest, I don’t recall anything much about these two days: my only 
memory was of sitting in a room in school figuring out which letter to shade on 
the OMS (and of eating watermelons before the theory paper, and not finishing 
the paper because I went to the toilet; not a cool experience, juniors, if u read 
this, don’t do it). Indeed, my brightest memories of the entire IBO journey was 
that spent with my peers, over Zoom training, over Discord salting, and over 
stress, wiping our tears away using pages of Campbell Biology.

Indeed, as much as we want to tell ourselves that IBO is all about the battle of 
academic caliber (and trust me, it is), I’ve come to realize that IBO, at least to me, 
is a journey of self-discovery, of pushing the limits of what I can do, of knowing 
my intellectual limitations (and the unlimited one of Dewey’s), and of recognizing 
and reaffirming my interest in Biology. For the study of Biology is all about 
struggles, one which I will fervently embrace as I deepen my understanding of 
our world in College and beyond!



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Shao Qian:

“I didn’t hear anything” ~ Shao Qian
Ask my 11 year old self about Olympiads and she would’ve said, “I’m going to 
follow in my senior Lim Jeck’s footsteps and get a Gold in IMO.” Ask my 13 year old 
self, “I can easily list 20 people better than me in just NUS High, I guess I’ll just do 
Olympiads for fun LOL.” 5 years later, I’m on the Singapore Team for IBO as the 
reserve member… Life is full of surprises.

Day 1 of Biology lessons in Secondary School and I somehow fell in love with 
Biology. “Oh wow the digestive system! Enzymes! So cool!!” I’m lowkey 
embarrassed by how nerdy this sounds, but that was me. My nerdy Year 2 self 
decided to take the Biology Olympiad Elective to learn stuff for fun, where I learnt 
about the dinosaurs cotyledon and monocot (kidding, those are plants).

Fast forward a few years, I was falling asleep during SBO training for SBO 2019 and 
then again in the 2nd theory paper for SBO 2019… “RNG let’s go. Alpha decimal 
point 1 comma 5” was my catchphrase. With no confidence in doing well, I thought 
treating myself as a moron, as a joke, would help me deal with the failure easier. I 
had accepted my mediocre fate, destined to get a COP for SBO. At this point, I 
wish I never grew up with that mentality, and maybe things would have been 
different if I worked hard from the beginning. But that is life, irreversible and full of 
“what ifs”. One needs to learn how to live it without regrets and to grow from past 
mistakes made.

Somehow, my name appeared on the shortlist for the SBO 2019 practical round, 
and then again for the IBO training team. The moment I got the invitation for the 
IBO training team was probably my highest point in 2020 (In all fairness, 2020 is 
pretty easy to beat. Nothing else was worth celebrating in 2020). The little girl in 
me who had a dream to represent Singapore in Olympiads came out again, and I 
vowed to myself to work my butt off until I get into the top 4. Until… the disaster 
that was 2020 struck.

Ohno COVID-19, training sessions are now cancelled. Ohno goodbye Tokyo 2020 
Olympics, IBO is cancelled. Ohno Singapore circuit breaker, Singapore might not 
participate in the IBO Challenge. The team just got sadder each time I broke them 
news from Dr Heng about IBO, and I think all of us gave up on the possibility of a 
competition (and gave up on reading our textbooks OOPS). So, when Ms Renata 
sent Xinzhi, Cheng Yat and I, the IBO Selection “Camp” form, we just went “...we



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Shao Qian:

are dead”. I tried rushing content knowledge, knowing that theory was my 
greatest weakness, but it was impossible to cram 6 years of mugging in 1 month. 
Procrastinating is bad (I say this as I’m sitting in a Starbucks on New Years Eve 
rushing this reflection, when it’s due before 2021. I definitely need to work on it 
HAHAHA)

Selection Camp highlights :D Well of course I had to leave the juicy stuff out because of 
leeks, but the bonds forming out of the suffering is very evident

I would be lying if I said I was not disappointed that I didn’t make the final IBO 
team. Disappointed in my ability, disappointed how my textbook cramming was 
a waste. But looking back, this unconventional experience is one I would 
treasure forever. We are the only IBO training team to have met up only 3 times 
before IBO, the only team to meet more online than in real life, but we made the 
most of the situation. Angry whatsapp messages everytime we received bad 
news about IBO, discord calls after selection complaining about the paper, and 
sudden SOS calls from Dewey when he stabbed himself with TTC. The funny 
stories from the IBO challenge, like Xinzhi wasting time going to the toilet during 
the paper because of a watermelon.

Selection Camp highlights :D Well of course I had to leave the juicy stuff out because of 
leeks, but the bonds forming out of the suffering is very evident



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Shao Qian:

My 11-year-old hopes and dreams might not have come true, but that wouldn’t 
be the first time, neither would it be the last. While I would have always wished 
that I made the final team, I believe its more important to have grown and learnt 
from each experience that life throws at us. This opportunity has shown me how 
important it is to have faith in myself. I used to pride myself on how I “never give 
up during a challenge”, but through this, I realised that there are times I don’t 
even take up the challenge. Why did I give up before even putting in effort into 
Biology Olympiads? I don’t know, but I will make sure nothing like that happens 
again. We should always go all out :)

If it weren't for IBO, I wouldn’t have met Dewey, Kate and Yang Jie. Neither 
would I have talked to Cheng Yat (YAY I’m not scared of him anymore), or 
become closer friends with Xinzhi. It wasn’t about Biology as much as it was 
about the people I met and grew close to. I had a blast even without going for 
the competition. I’m proud of the four of them for the result they achieved and I 
don’t think anyone else would have done a better job than them :)

Above: Our only (almost) proper photo as a team, taken after IBO Challenge 2020

Thank you all for making this whole experience 10x more bearable and exciting, I 
couldn’t have asked for a better team <3



THOUGHTS FROM THE TEAM
Yang Jie:

“Wait what’s the context here?” ~ Yang Jie

My IBO journey has been very much like 2020, while it did not turn out the way I 
wanted it to, it was nonetheless formative. In a year that has been trying 
at times, I’m glad to have had the opportunity to be so deeply involved 
in something that I love – Biology (no prizes for guessing correctly!)

My love for biology was sparked when I was given an encyclopaedia as a child. 
Pages after pages of awe-inspiring illustrations of dinosaurs and various other 
animals drew me into the world of biology, making me yearn to know more 
about these amazing creatures, and how such magnificent life forms could 
possibly have arisen. Since then, biology became my favourite subject, and I 
jumped at every opportunity I had to participate in biology-related activities, be 
it attempting to collect all the Young Scientist Badges in primary school, or even 
rearing caterpillars and mealworms to observe their life cycles. Thus, in 
secondary school, when I heard about the Singapore Junior Biology Olympiad 
(SJBO), I immediately signed up for it. Thereafter, having enjoyed how 
intellectually stimulating SJBO was, when the opportunity arose in JC to 
participate in the SBO, I signed up without hesitation. While this meant that I 
had to arrive in school two hours earlier than the rest of my schoolmates every 
Monday morning for Olympiad training, I thoroughly enjoyed every moment of 
it, as I got to perform practicals that I would otherwise not have the chance to 
do, as they were not within the H2 syllabus.

Soon enough, the theory round for SBO came around, and I found myself in 
front of the doors of the NIE Gymnasium poring over my notes while waiting to 
be admitted into the examination hall. In preparation for the competition, I had 
read good old Campbell and done several past year IBO papers, but nothing 
prepared me for the onslaught that was the theory round. I remember I left the 
gymnasium that day with my head pounding and my palms sweaty, as the 
questions were simply too mind-boggling for my brain to comprehend. Still 
shaken by the theory round, I resolved to give my all for the practical round. This 
led to me watching countless dissection videos on YouTube to prepare for it. 
While I felt that the practical round had gone better than the theory round, I 
thought I had bombed the plant physiology and molecular biology practicals, so I 
didn’t expect much to come out of it. So imagine my surprise when I received an 
email informing me that I had been shortlisted to attend an interview for the IBO 
training team! Well, I guess this attests to the importance of always giving your
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best no matter how discouraging the circumstances may seem, as 
every component, no matter how miniscule it appears, contributes to the 
overall result!

Having successfully made the cut for the training team, we began attending 
regular training sessions. One of the more memorable training sessions was 
when we went to the Fairprice Xtra in AMK Hub for a training session on plant 
physiology. There, our senior taught us about how some of the common 
vegetables we eat were all the result of selective breeding of Brassica oleracea, 
showed us various categories of fruits, as well as took us through the 
characteristics of the various plant families. I was especially awed by my senior’s 
ability to come up with a lesson using the specimens that he found on the spot, 
which led me to realise that learning can happen anywhere, and at any time, as 
long as we approach all situations with a mindset of learning. Sadly, just as I was 
really looking forward to what was in store for us, we were informed that our 
training could no longer proceed due to the rapidly deteriorating Covid-19 
situation. While we were dismayed that the training sessions could not proceed, 
we understood that they were important for our safety, and began preparing for 
the selection test on our own.

Eventually, although I did not get to represent Team Singapore at the IBO, I am 
nonetheless extremely grateful for this opportunity to be part of the training 
team. This experience has definitely been fulfilling as I got to deepen my 
understanding of various fields of Biology through reading the materials that 
the professors had prepared. More importantly, I got to know a group of like-
minded people my age. The companionship I received made the gruelling 
selection process so much better, as we discussed each paper over Discord and 
laughed at each other’s answers that were written in desperation. While it has 
indeed been an incredibly intellectually fulfilling experience, as the weight of 
countless biology textbooks and papers is certain to stretch your mind to its 
limits, it has also been extremely emotionally fulfilling, as your heart is certain to 
be full from all the friendships forged.

Last but not least, I would like to extend my gratitude to several groups
of people that have made this experience such an amazing one. Firstly,
the professors for giving us their utmost support and inexhaustibly guiding us
through the realm of biology. Next, the seniors for devoting their time
to teaching us, as well as invigilating and marking the SBO and IBO selection
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tests. And of course, the lab staff for ensuring we had the requisite materials
for all our practicals. I would also like to thank my teammates Dewey, Kate,
Shao Qian, Cheng Yat and Xin Zhi for being such a fun bunch to experience this
with, and my family for being so supportive throughout this period.



SJBO
2020

The 5th Singapore Junior Biology Olympiad

SIBiol and Science Centre 
Singapore co-organised the 
inaugural 5th Singapore Junior 
Biology Olympiad (SJBO) for 
students from Secondary 2 to 4 
(or their international 
equivalent) and welcomed all 
schools to take part. This year, a 
total of 1462 students from 60 
schools participated online on 
24th June 2020, comparable to 
1479 students from 62 schools 
the previous year.

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, careful deliberation followed 
the initial postponement of SJBO to decide what would be done. 
In the end, the SJBO Organising Committee in consultation with 
MOE decided on an alternative that would allow SJBO 2020 to 
continue. SJBO 2020 Theory Round proceeded as an online as a 
home-based, open-book test without invigilation and practical 
round.

Due to the special circumstances this year, instead of a 
competition, SJBO 2020 awarded Certificates of Merit to all 
participants and the Organising Committee released a summary 
of the SJBO 2020 results to each student in order to facilitate their 
learning process in the topics of Biology.



Public Forum
2020

Ecosystem Health is Human Health

The annual public forum jointly organised by the Singapore 
Institute of Biology and Science Centre Singapore, was held on 
the 12th September 2020. The theme for this year’s forum was 
“Ecosystem Health is Human Health”. Despite the many 
uncertainties and challenges that the COVID-19 pandemic has 
brought us, we have adapted, embracing technology to hold our 
Public Forum online.

The invited speakers, Dr. Chen Zhong and Dr. Ow Yan Xiang, 
focused on the influence the ecosystem around us can affect or 
improve human lives. Be it our indoor ecosystem, or the seagrass 
ecosystem, it is important to maintain them for our own benefit.

Our first speaker, Dr. Chen Zhong, 
enlightened us on the importance of 
our indoor ecosystem. With most of us 
staying at home during the circuit 
breaker period, the state of our indoor 
environment is crucial in promoting 
wellness and productivity. From 
introducing flora, to cool-new-
technology targeted to improve Indoor 
Air Quality (IAQ), we would be able to 
transform our homes into a sustainable 
and eco-friendly environment for us to 
work and live in.
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Our next speaker, Dr. Ow Yan Xiang, 
spoke to us about the benefits 
provided directly and indirectly 
from seagrass ecosystems, also 
known as “forests of the sea”. The 
loss of these seagrasses due to 
climate change is alarming, and Dr 
Ow explained the domino effects 
this loss will have on human health 
and the environment.

At the end of each talk, we had a short Q&A segment moderated 
by Dr Jani Tanzil (President of SiBiol) and Mr Nicholas Yap (Vice 
President of SiBiol), where many attendees enthusiastically took 
the chance to ask their questions. The Singapore Institute of 
Biology is grateful to Science Centre Singapore and all the 
attendees for making this annual event a success.


